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Bond yields – why all the negativity?
“It’s only a matter of time.”
– Alan Greenspan (9/4/2019) on the prospect
of negative interest rates in the U.S.
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bond markets in countries with negative yields are pricing in a

yields may be a necessary evil for some investors, the more

forthcoming recession that they expect will lead to a significant

negative yields go, the more appealing other options become.

deterioration in demand and corresponding price deflation.

If Europe is bumping up against downside “limits” then perhaps

A negative yield on a safe bond suddenly becomes attractive

global pressures are also peaking. Additionally, the U.S. is an
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extremely large and expanding issuer, so supply and demand

Exhibit 2 » Wage Growth
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the 1.5% to 2% range. Signs to the contrary could come in
the form of increased initial unemployment claims or large
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